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and in euroasia the european team has the ball directly. tsubasa, now on his own, scoots and fires a
shot. it hits schneider in the chin and is blocked, but still rebounds to japan on the right flank.

morisaki has to get out of his way of the shot to schneider. japan has a corner and now it is time for
a counter-attack. tsubasa passes high the ball, but it goes to schneider. he does not let go and

scores the 2:1. morisaki intercepts and ends in the same footed manner (right footed), but this time
schneider saves with the left foot. already japan is a little on the defensive, schneider gets the ball

and heads towards wakabayashi. the japanese are clearing the ball, but schneider knocks in to save.
now it is time for japan to attack. tsubasa meets the ball and waves it for wakabayashi, who can

shoot, but he heads it from just a little too far. schneider goes into the goal, but his shot is held and
japan kicks again. after the break and at the start of the second half japan now gets the ball, but

schneider intercepts the pass and scoots away with the ball. japan can now take a counter-attack,
but their shot hits schneider in the lower leg. morisaki intercepts it and a lovely back and forth

developing, for japan a small attack. all europe jr. is on the ball and sells it to morisaki. he is able to
head it first time for japan on the goal line. he can now shoot. schneider makes a great block. the
ball comes into wakabayashi, who sells to misugi, who in turn passes it to schester, who has an

opportunity to shoot, but his shot is blocked and schneider is able to save it. and japan has to pass
the ball to misugi, who is missing now his feet. schneider takes the rebound. japan now can change

their position again. tsubasa passes it to wakabayashi and he tries to shoot, but his shot hits
schneider in the face. japan takes the ball. wakabayashi again tries to shoot, but this time it hits

schneider in the face, who still manages to save the ball. now it is tachibana to shoot, but schneider
blocks again, but tachibana passes to the fall-back tsubasa. he is ready and heads in a swing shot
for 2:2 for japan. schneider does not succeed the block. france puts in a free kick. after the edge of

tachibana (who passed the ball) and schneider (who passes to wakabayashi), the ball is in the
penalty area. morisaki shoots and scores again. japan needs a goal. tsubasa finds jun misugi, who
now has the shot. misugi does not shoot, but is converted by schneider. japan now is playing as far

away as possible. tsubasa passes to misugi, who now has the ball, but schneider is on him and takes
the ball away from misugi. he passes it to wakabayashi. he tries to shoot, but schneider saves.
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wakabayashi passes the ball to misugi, who tries to shoot. schneider makes the save. wakabayashi
now tries to pass the ball back to misugi, who shoots. schneider saves the ball. tsubasa now passes

the ball to ken. he fends off the shot, but tsubasa now has the ball and shoots with his left foot.
schneider saves.
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captain tsubasa (足球俵) is a 1988 japanese anime television series originally broadcast on the
nippon television network. the anime was first screened in cinemas in japan in 1988, and is

based on the manga series of the same name by osamu tezuka. a sequel series, captain tsubasa
2: final victory, was also made by nippon television. the anime was first broadcast in the uk on

bbc two in 1992. all the stories are based on manga series by osamu tezuka. the series revolves
around tsubasa ohki, a boy living in a rural town who dreams of playing for his school team, and

his team's coach, the legendary tetsuya tsubasa, who is trying to get his son to give up the
game. however, the japanese league is closed to non-japanese players and tsubasa must find a
way to play in the world's elite league in america. tsubasa plays for the local baseball team in

his hometown in aomori, japan and aspires to play in the national team. however, the town has
no baseball players, and his coach is tetsuya tsubasa, a legendary baseball player who had

played for the national team. after some persuasion from tsubasa's coach, the team manager
gives tsubasa a chance to play a match against another team in the league. tsubasa reluctantly
agrees to play and wins the match. the team manager then suggests that tsubasa be sent to an
american baseball school. tsubasa is thrilled and promises to make the most of the opportunity.

tsubasa takes the train to tokyo, and is met by the school principal who puts him up at the
school dormitory. after a series of adventures, tsubasa meets a new teacher, the head baseball
coach, and tsubasa is assigned a dorm. he also gets to know his roommate, masao, and the rest

of the players who are from all over the world. tsubasa meets new friends and learns about
american sports and culture. 5ec8ef588b
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